Due March 5th

On Tuesday, January 31st, there is a lecture on campus entitled “The Arab Spring: On the Border Line Between Religiosity.” You can find details about his event here: http://go.unlv.edu/event/arab-spring-border-line-between-religiosity. This topic is, of course, closely linked to our course theme.

Attend this lecture, take detailed notes, and submit an essay describing how the contents of Dr. Marrouchi’s lecture reflect (or violate, if you prefer) the ideas found in the texts from Renan and/or Anderson that you’ve read for this class.

Your paper must be a minimum of 2 full pages. It must be correctly formatted according to MLA standards. You may wish to look at the Correctly Formatted Sample Paper to make sure your formatting is correct. You should also review my General Writing Guidelines.

This extra credit assignment will boost your grade on Exam #1. I will grade the essay normally, and an A paper will increase your exam grad by 8%, an A- paper by 7%, etc.